
TRACKING | XTrack

Hardware features

VIEW TRACKING INFORMATION FROM ANYWHERE ON ANY DEVICE

Xtremetracker�s Little Black Box tracks your every move
Viewing:
The Xtrack tracking 
informa�on may be 
viewed on any 
opera�ng system 
and device.

The Xtrack is a locally designed, developed and manufactured portable tracker 

optimised for low power consumption. In tracking mode the Xtrack can last up 

to a month of tracking every day. 

Once the unit stops detecting movement it goes back into sleep mode which 

would allow the battery to last for 6months in this state.

The Xtrack comes with a built-in SIM chip which cannot be removed and used 

elsewhere, eliminating the element of tampering or theft.

The two buttons are programmable and can be used for a wide variety of functions such as, panic, check-

in or even open gate via it’s built-in short range transmitter.

If the application requires, the Xtrack may be wired permanently to power such as in a vehicle or motor 

cycle.

Should the tracker go out of range of the GSM network, it will record up to 2000 points and then upload 

them as soon as it moves back into coverage

NO NEED TO WORRY ABOUT AIRTIME

 Low power accelerometer

 Internal GSM and GPS antennas

 403Mhz or 433Mhz built-in AM transmitter

 6 month battery life in dormant state

 Non-removeable SIM chip with tracking bundle

 Highest quality GPS, GPS engines and antennas

 Input voltage 12-36V (wired version) or 5V USB

 Recording of 2000 points in case of no GSM coverage

 Integrated microphone and speaker for voice communication

 Customisable button colours

 10m GPS accuracy

 Congurable panic on tracker orientation 

Track your sales reps

Monitor your
guards

Track your 
sporting 
activities

Always 
know where 
your loved ones are

GPS/GSM technology

100% South African 

product



The Xtrack Web Interface

APPLICATIONS
Tracking of Assets:
Generators, vehicles, horse and trailer, computers, 
laptops, couriered packages, containers.
Cable theft:
Detect movement of cables
Personal tracking:
Panic for guards, children, old age homes
Animal & livestock tracking:
Panic sent based only on geo-fence increasing 
battery life

TRACKING | Xtrack

SEE EVERY POINT WITH DISTANCE AND TIME

DEFINE  YOUR GO AND NO-GO GEOFENCESThe web interface offers the user an overview of the trackers under the account 

giving the last check-in time, battery status, charge status and last location.

Be automatically notied when the tracker:
 is moved
 returns to sleep mode
 goes over speed
 goes into NO-GO geo-fence areas
 goes outside all GO geo-fences areas
 failed to check-in
 battery low
 reaching of destination

The Liveview page (below) gives the user the status and the last position of all 

the trackers under the account. The Liveview refreshes every 10 seconds and 

will indicate which trackers are moving and which are stationary.

Users also have access to elevation data which is useful when using the Xtrack 

for sporting activities

Simply drag and drop the Geo-fence vertices

Destination management, assign
a name to a point of interest 3

2 LiveView Map

Trip elevation data
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